
I: Thermostats 1Fritionless thermostats and intensiveonstants of motionG. Gallavotti� and E. Presutti�� Fisia-INFN Roma1, � Matematia Roma2September 3, 2009Abstrat: Thermostats models in spae dimension d =1; 2; 3 for nonequilibrium statistial mehanis are on-sidered and it is shown that, in the thermodynami limit,the evolutions admit in�nitely many onstants of motion:namely the intensive observables.I. THERMOSTATSExtremal translation invariant DLR distributions, [1℄have many onstants of motion, among them all inten-sive observables. In fat the haraterizing property ofsuh distributions � is that they are time invariant, [2℄,and sine the intensive variables are measurable at in�n-ity, [1℄, they are �-almost surely onstant and thereforeinvariant at almost all times. The same property holdsfor all DLR distributions beause they are integrals overthe extreme ones.The spae-time invariane is essential: however weshall be interested in models in whih suh invarianeproperties are not satis�ed, and we want also to hekthat the intensive variables are onstant for all times (notjust almost all).The lass of models that we shall investigate is whenpartiles of a test system, in a ontainer 
0, and � otherpartiles systems, in ontainers 
1; : : : ;
� , interat andde�ne a model of a system in interation with � ther-mostats, if the partiles in 
1; : : : ;
� an be onsideredat �xed temperatures T1; : : : ; T� .A representation of the system is in Fig.1:
x = (X0; _X0;X1; _X1; : : : ;X� ; _X�)
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2Fig.1: If d = 1; 2 the 1 + � �nite boxes 
j \ �; j =0; : : : ; �, are marked C0; C1; : : : ; C� in the �rst �gure and on-tain N0; N1; : : : ; N� partiles, out of the in�nitely many par-tiles, with positions and veloities denoted X0;X1; : : : ;X�,and _X0; _X1; : : : ; _X� , respetively, ontained in 
j ; j � 0.The seond �gure illustrates the speial geometry that will beonsidered for d = 1; 2; 3: here two thermostats, symbolized bythe shaded regions, 
1;
2 oupy half-spaes adjaent to 
0.From the point of view of Physis the temperaturesin the thermostats are �xed. A natural model, often in-voked in the appliations, [3℄, is to imagine the ontain-ers 
j ; j = 1; : : : ; �, as in�nite and oupied by partilesinitially in a Gibbs distribution with given temperatures

and densities T1; Æ1; : : : ; T� ; Æ� .To implement the physial requirement that the ther-mostats have well de�ned temperatures and densities theinitial data will be imagined to be randomly hosen witha suitable Gibbs distributionInitial data: The probability distribution �0 for the ran-dom hoie of initial data will be, if dx def= Q�j=0 dXj d _XjNj ! ,the limit as �!1 of the distributions on the on�gura-tions x 2 H(�) with Xj 2 � (see Fig.1),�0;�(dx) = onst e�H0(x) dx (1.1)with H0(x) = P�j=0 �j (Kj( _Xj) � �jNj + Uj(Xj)) and�j def= 1kBTj > 0; �j 2 R; j > 0; the values �0 = 1kBT0 >0; �0 2 R will also be �xed.The values �0; �0 bear no partiular physial meaningbeause the test system is kept �nite. Here � = (�0;�1; : : : ��) and T = (T0; T1; : : : ; T�) are �xed hemialpotentials and temperatures, and � is a ball entered atthe origin and of radius r0. The Kj( _Xj); Uj(Xj) arekineti and potential energies of the partiles in 
j (seebelow for the onditions on the potentials)..The distribution �0 is interpreted as a Gibbs distri-bution �0 obtained by taking the \termodynami limit"�!1. If pj(�; �; �)def= 1� j
j\�j logZj(�; �) withZj(�; �) = 1XN=0 Z dxNN ! e��(��N+Kj(xN )+Uj(xN )) (1.2)where the integration is over positions and momenta ofthe N partiles in � \ 
j then we shall say that thethermostats have pressures pj(�j ; �j), densities Æj , tem-peratures Tj , energy densities ej , and potential energydensities uj , for j > 0, given by equilibrium themody-namis, i.e.:pj(�; �) def= lim�!1 pj(�j ; �j ;�)Æj = ��pj(�j ; �j)��j ; kBTj = ��1j (1.3)ej = ���jpj(�j ; �j)��j � �jÆj ; uj = ej � d2Æj��1jwhih are the relations linking density Æj , temperatureTj = (kB�j)�1, energy density ej and potential energydensity uj in a grand anonial ensemble and in abseneof phase transitions in orrespondene of the parameters(�j ; �j), for j > 0.Remark: (1) notie that the limit de�ning pj does notdepend on the shape of 
j and oinides with the usualde�nition of pressure in the thermodynami limit in thesense of Van Hove, [4℄.(2) An alternative de�nition of density, energy densityand temperature ould be



I: Thermostats 2limn!1�Nj;�n(x)j�n \ 
j j ; Uj;�n(x)j�n \ 
j j ; Kj;�n(x)Nj;�n(x)� (1.4)provided the limit exists with �0-probability 1 and is x{independent.(3) The limits in Eq.(1.4) will exist and be equal to thevalues in Eq.(1.3) with �0{probability 1 if the hypothesesbelow hold. This is part of the result of theorem 1.Hypotheses: In the geometries of Fig.1 suppose:(1) �0 satis�es the DLR equations and that(2) the thermostats pressures pj(�; �) are di�erentiablein �; � at �j ; �j , j = 1; : : : ; �.It is essential that the \marosopi" property of thethermostats, of having given densities and temperatures,remains when the system evolves in time.Evolution is de�ned via equations of motion: sinewe are dealing with in�nitely many partiles it will bede�ned by �rst onsidering the motion of the partilesinitially ontained in some ball � keeping the partilesoutside � �xed. Suh motion x ! S(�)t x is alled �{regularized: then we shall onsider the limit as �!1.The regularization boxes � will be (for simpliity) balls�n entered at the origin O and with radius 2nr', with r'equal to the range of the interpartile potential, and par-tiles will be reeted at the boundary of �n. The limitmotion reahed as n!1 will de�ne the thermodynamilimit motion.The �n{regularized equations of motion will bem �X0i =� �iU0(X0)�Xj>0 �iU0;j(X0;Xj) +�i(X0)m �Xji =� �iUj(Xj)� �iU0;j(X0;Xj) (1.5)(see Fig.1) where:(1) the �rst label, j = 0 or j = 1; : : : ; �, refers (respe-tively) to the test system or to a thermostat, while theseond indiates the derivatives with respet to the o-ordinates of the points loated in the orresponding on-tainer and in the regularization box �n (hene the labelsi in the subsripts (j; i) have Nj d values).(2) The fores �(X0) are, positional, nononservative,smooth stirring fores, possibly vanishing; the otherfores are onservative and generated by a pair poten-tial ', with range r', whih ouples all pairs in the sameontainers and all pairs of partiles one of whih is lo-ated in 
0 and the other in 
j (i.e. there is no diretinteration between the di�erent thermostats).(3) Furthermore partiles are repelled by the boundariesof the ontainers by a onservative fore of potential en-ergy  , diverging with the distane r to the walls as r��,for some � > 0, and of range r � r'. The poten-tial energies will be Uj(Xj); j � 0, and U0;j(X0;Xj),respetively denoting the internal energies of the varioussystems and the potential energy of interation betweenthe test system and the thermostats:

Uj(X) = Xq2Xj  (q) + X(q;q0)2Xj;q2�'(q � q0)U0;j(X0;Xj) = Xq2X0;q02Xj '(q � q0) (1.6)The potentials ';  have been hosen j{independent forsimpliity.(4) The equations are formally de�ned also in thephase spae H of the loally �nite on�gurations x =(: : : ; qi; _qi; : : :)1i=1x = (X0; _X0;X1; _X1; : : : ;Xn; _Xn) = (X; _X) (1.7)with Xj � 
j , hene X � 
 = [nj=0
j , and _qi 2 Rd; inevery ball �(r0) of radius r0 and enter at the origin O,fall a �nite number of points of X.In�nite systems are idealizations not unommon in sta-tistial mehanis. But we take it for granted that theymust be onsidered as limiting ases of large yet �nitesystems. This leads to several diÆulties: one is im-mediately manifest if one remarks that the equations ofmotion Eq.(1.5) do not even admit an obvious solutionin H.Dynamis is well de�ned with �0-probability 1 be-ause if d = 1; 2; 3 the �n{regularized equations withdata x admit, with �0{probability 1, a limit Stx def=lim�n!1 S(�n)t x for all t > 0: a preise statement is intheorem 4 below (proved in [5, theorems 6,7℄, for d = 1; 2,and in [6, Theorem 1℄ for d = 1; 2; 3).Sine the Eq.(1.5) are Newton's equations we shall allthe model a fritionless thermostats model.An important question is whether time evolutionhanges the on�guration x into Stx but keeps the temper-atures and densities of the thermostats onstant at leastwith �0{probability 1 and for any �nite time. This is partof the more general question whether the spatial averageof an intensive observable remains onstant in time.A simple, partial but quantitative, formulation is interms of the number Nj;�(Stx) of partiles of Stx, ofthe kineti energy Kj;�(Stx) and of the potential energyUj;�(Stx) of the on�guration Stx into whih x evolvesat time t, inside a ball � entered at the origin. Consider,then, 8j > 0 ,the limits (if existent)limn!1 �Nj;�n(Stx)j�n \ 
j j ; Uj;�n(Stx)j�n \ 
j j ; Kj;�n(Stx)j�n \ 
j j �: (1.8)Under the above \no phase transition" assumption on �0we shall prove:Theorem 1: The limits in Eq.(1.8) exist with �0-probability 1 for all times and are time independent. Thelimits will be respetively Æj ; uj and d2ÆjkBTj with �0{probability 1, as in Eq.(1.3).



II: Intensive observables 3Remark: This shows that the thermostats keep, in thethermodynami limit, the same temperature and densitythat they had in the initial state: a property that has tobe required for the model to adhere to the physial intu-ition behind the empirial notion of thermostats. Henedensity and temperature of the thermostats are onstantsof motion. We shall show that more generally many otherintensive observables are also onstants of motion.II. INTENSIVE OBSERVABLESThe de�nition of an h�-partiles intensive observableis in terms of a smooth funtion �(q1; _q1; : : : ; qh; _qh) onR2dh vanishing for h 6= h� and whih is \translationinvariant", and with \short range" r�.This means that � = 0 if the diameter of X =(q1; : : : ; qh) exeeds some r� > 0 and, denoting by��(X; _X) the on�guration (q1 + �; _q1; : : : ; qh + �; _qh), itis �(��(X; _X)) = �(X; _X); 8� 2 Rd.Given a region W the funtion GW of x = (X; _X)GW (x) def= XY�X\W �(Y; _Y ) (2.1)de�nes a \loal observable" in W � Rd with potential �.We shall say that GW is an observable of potential typeif �(Y; _Y ) depends only on Y , while if it depends only on_Y it will be alled of kineti type.Then, if Vn def= 
j \ �n, jVnj def= volume(Vn),De�nition 1: The \loal average"of � on the on�gu-ration x = (X; _X) is jVnj�1GVn(x). The orresponding\intensive observable" in the j-th thermostat isg(x) def= limn!1 1jVnjGVn(x); (2.2)if the limit exists. Furthermore, given �0, de�ne the \in-tensive utuation" of G (in the j-th thermostat)�G(x) def= limn!1 � 1jVnjGVn(x)� �0( 1jVnjGVn)�def= limn!1�G;Vn(x); (2.3)if the limit exists.Remark: The notation requires keeping in mind that GVndepends also on j (beause Vn = 
j \ �n): however forsimpliity of notation the labels j on Vn and GVn will notbe marked.Properties of intensive observables an be derived fromvarious assumptions on the initial distributions of thepartiles in the various regions 
j whih, we reall, are

distributed independently over j = 1; : : : ; � and dependon the � pairs of parameters �j ; �j .The simplest assumption is perhaps the uniqueness ofthe tangent plane to the graph of the pressure in var-ious diretions, whih ould for instane be insured bythe uniqueness of the translation invariant states of ourpartiles system with parameters �j ; �j .Let G be an observable of potential or kineti type;and suppose that H0;�;�(x) def= H0;�(x) + �G�(x) is su-perstable for j�j small enough (i.e. there exist onstantsa > 0; b � 0 suh that for all balls � it is H0;�;�(x) �aN2=j�j � bN for all on�gurations x = (X; _X) with Npartiles and with X � � and 8 j�j � �0 for some �0 > 0.We all G an \allowed observable". For suh observablesit is possible to de�ne, for j�j small, the \pressure"P (�) = lim�!1 1jV j log Zj(�)Zj(0) (2.4)with Zj(�) given by Eq.(1.2) with the energy � GV (x)added in the exponential. It is P (0) � 0.It is important to stress that P (�) is, in the geome-tries in Fig.1 onsidered here, independent of the speialgeometry onsidered for the 
j as long as the onialontainers have d{dimensional shape (i.e. they ontainballs of arbitrarily large radius).In this ontext we an derive the following result:Theorem 2: Let G be an allowed observable of po-tential or kineti type. If P (�) is di�erentiable at � =0, then with �0{probability 1 the limit as jVnj ! 1of 1jVnjGVn(Stx) exists �0{almost everywhere and is t-independent.Remarks: (1) The di�erentiability assumption of P (�)has the meaning of uniqueness of the tangent plane tothe graph of the pressure p \in the diretion of G": suhuniqueness is a \generi" property, see [7℄ for the lattiegas ase.(2) The superstability of H0;�(x) + �G�(x) is a verystrong ondition: it is ertainly satis�ed if(i) �(X; _X) = 1 for jX j = 1 and 0 otherwise, or if(ii) �(X; _X) = 12 _q2 for jX j = 1 and 0 otherwise, or if(iii) �(X; _X) = 0 unless X = (q; q0) and in suh ase�(q; q0) = '(q � q0),therefore theorem 1 is a orollary of theorem 2.We also expet that the intensive observables will havevery small probability of being appreiably di�erent fromtheir average values, and preisely a probability boundedabove by an exponential of the volume j�nj. This willmean that the observable G satis�es a kind of large de-viations property:Theorem 3: Under the assumptions of theorem 2 the�0{probability that the utuation �G;�n(Stx) di�ers



IV: Constants of motion 4from 0 by more than " > 0 tends to 0 exponentially fastin jVnj as n!1, 8 " > 0.Remark: The assumptions in theorems 2,3 are satis�edby many observables in the Mayer expansion onvergeneregion in the plane �j ; �j , [8℄. They are also believed tobe satis�ed quite generally for observables generated bya potential �. In partiular they hold generially if � is alinear ombination of the potentials (i),(ii),(iii) in remark(2) above.The proof of theorems 2,3 are presented in Se.IV.III. TIME EVOLUTIONA quantitative existene theorem of the dynamis anbe onveniently formulated in terms of the quantitiesv1 def= p2'(0)=m; r' and W;N ; v1; kx1k de�ned asW (x; �; R) def= 1'(0) Xqi2B(�;R) �m _q2i2+ 12 Xj;j 6=i'(qi � qj) +  (qi) + '(0)�;N�(x) def= number partiles within r' of � 2 Rd;jjxi � x0ijj def= j _qi � _q0ij=v1 + jqi � q0ij=r' (3.1)
Let log+ z def= maxf1; log2 jzjg, g�(z) = (log+ z)� andE�(x) def= sup� supR>g�(�=r') W (x; �; R)Rd : (3.2)Call H� the on�gurations in H with(1) E�(x) <1 (3.3)(2) N(j;�n)j�n \ 
j j ; U(j;�n)j�n \ 
j j ; K(j;�n)j�n \ 
j j ����!n!1 Æj ; uj ; d Æj2�jwith �n the ball entered at the origin and of ra-dius 2n r' Æj ; uj ; Tj ; given by Eq.(e1.8) if N(j;�n),U(j;�n);K(j;�n) denote the number of partiles andtheir internal potential or kineti energy in 
j\�n. Eahset H� has �0-probability 1 for � � 1=d, [2, 9{11℄. Then:Theorem 4: Let d � 3, then H1=d has �0{probability 1and Stx exists for �0{almost all x 2 H1=d and 8t � 0.Given (arbitrarily) a time � > 0, if E def= E1=d(x), andjqi(0)j � 2kr' there are  = (E ;�) <1; 0 = 0(E ;�) >0 suh that 8n � k and 8 t � �j _qi(t)j �  v1 k 12 ;distane(qi(t); �([j
j)) � 0 r' k� 1�N�(Stx) �  k1=2k(Stx)i � (S(n)t x)ik � e�02n=2 ; n > k: (3.4)

This is proved in [5, theorem 7℄ for d = 2 and in [6℄ ford = 3 (the latter referene overs also the ase d = 2 viaa somewhat di�erent approah).Remark that the theorem does not state that the se-ond of Eq.(3.3) holds: in [5, 6℄ it is however proved, inaddition to theorem 4, the weaker statement that thelim inf of Kj;�n (Stx)j
j\�nj is not smaller than 12 of the orre-sponding r.h.s.; and the same is true for the other twoquantities in Eq.(3.3).A orollary of the main results of this paper will bethat the limit relations in Eq.(3.3) will hold for all t > 0.IV. CONSTANTS OF MOTIONLet � be an h-points loal observable of potential type,Vn = 
j \ �n. Under the assumptions of theorem 2 we�rst show that limn!1 jVnj�1hG�n i�0 = g exists.De�ne Pn(�) def= 1jVnj log h e��GVn i�0 : this is smoothand onvex in � and its unique derivative at � = 0 isgn def= 1jVnj�0(GVn); therefore, remarking that P (0) = 0,it satis�es Pn(�) � � gn.The limit P (�) as n ! 1 of Pn(�) is the same thatwould be obtained if Vn was replaed by the full ball �nand �lled with partiles at temperature ��1j and hemialpotential �j .Any onvergent subsequene gni de�nes therefore a o-eÆient g with the property P (�) � �g. Hene, by theassumed uniqueness of the tangent to P (�) at � = 0, itfollows that g is uniquely determined thus implying thatthe limit g def= limn!1 gn exists.Let gn = h jVnj�1G�n i�0 and, given  > 0, let XE;;nto be the set of points in H1=d with E(x) � E; G�n(x) <(gn + 12)jVnj and whih, under the evolution, reah ina time �;n(x) � � and for the �rst time, a point of thesurfae�n; def= fx j jVnj�1G�n(x) = (gn + ) g: (4.1)If for allE and for all small  > 0 it isPn �0(XE;;n) <+1 then it will be lim supn!1 jVnj�1G�n(Stx) � g,with �0{probability 1 (by Borel{Cantelli's estimate);hanging � into �� it will follow, again with �0{probability 1, that the lim inf is � g: notie that thehange in sign of � is possible by the onditon on G to bean \allowed observable" , as introdued before Eq.(2.4).This remains true if for all small  there is n 2 [; 2℄suh that Pn �0(XE;n;n) < +1.If x 2 XE;;n the phase spae ontration, when phasespae volume is measured by �0, within time t is, [5, 6℄,s(x; t) = Z t0 �Xj�0 �jQj(�) + �0L0(�)� d� (4.2)



IV: Constants of motion 5where Qj(t) def= _Xj(t) � Fj ; L0(t) def= _X0 ��(X0(t)).By theorem 4, L0(t) is uniformly bounded as n !1,for 0 � t � �, by the �rst of Eq.(3.2), by a quantity C(only depending on E; n0;�).Therefore by a quasi-invariane lemma, [2, 12℄, [5, Ap-pendix H℄, �0(XE;+";n) an be bounded 8" 2 [; 2℄ byC Z �0(dx) j bGjjVnj Æ(G�n(x)jVnj � (gn +  + ")) (4.3)where bG denotes the time derivative (at t = 0) ofG�n(Stx) (to be omputed via the equations of motion)evaluated on the surfae �n;+", see Eq.(4.1).Integrating Eq.(4.3) over d"=, �0(XE;n;n) an bebounded byC Z �0(dx) j bGjjVnj �( � G�n(x)jVnj � gn � 2); (4.4)with bG = PX�Vn Pq2X �q�(X) _q. By Shwartz' in-equalityC2�1 �0(fx :  � G�n(x)jVnj � gn � 2g)1=2 (4.5)beause from Eq.(2.1) for ��0( bG2)1=2 � C1jVnj (4.6)obtained via superstability bounds, using the Maxwelliandistribution for _q.The probability in Eq.(4.5) is bounded above byChebishev inequalities (quadrati or exponential) byboth averagesI def= h (G�n(x)=jVnj � gn)22 i�0 ;I� def= he� (G�n�jVnj(gn+))i�0 (4.7)8 � � 0. This implies the existene of n 2 [; 2℄ with:�0(XE;n;n) � C3�1J(n); J(n)2 = I; I� (4.8)Therefore we look for assumptions on the thermostatsstruture (i.e. on �j ; �j ; ') under whih J(n) tends tozero fast enough making Pn �0(XE;n;n) < 1. In thisase theorem 2 will follow from Borel-Cantelli's lemmaand the arbtrariness of .As a onsequene of the above bounds, basially fol-lowing from the uniqueness of the tangent plane in thediretion �, the proof of theorem 2 an be ompleted asfollows. Fix  > 0 and remark that

I� =h e�U�;Vn i�0e��(gn+)jVnj � e��jVnj+�(�;Vn) (4.9)Continuing the argument leading to the existene of thelimit of gn, at the beginning of the setion, the orretionterm �(�; Vn) is bounded, as follows:(a) 1jVnj log h e�U�;Vn i�0 is Pn(�) � Pn(0) (notie: Pn(0)� 0) and onverges to P (�) � P (0) as Vn !1 for j�j ��0, if �0 is small enough so that the potential ' + ��1j �is superstable 8 j�j � �0; j = 1; : : : ; �. By superstabilitythe limit exists for j�j � �0 and it is a limit of funtionsPn(�) whih are onvex for j�j � �0. Hene the limit isuniform: jP (�)� Pn(�)j � o(jVnj) for j�j � �0,(b) the gn in the exponent in Eq.(4.7) has just been shownto be gnjVnj = gjVnj + o(jVnj), so that �� gn onvergesto �� g with an error � o(jVnj),() (P (�) � P (0) � � g)jVnj is (by the uniqueness of thetangent plane) o(�) jVnj. Hene�(�; Vn)� �njVnj � �12�njVnj (4.10)+ �� 12�n + o(jVnj)jVnj + o(�n)� jVnj � �12�njVnjand hoosing �n tending to 0 so slowly that the exponentof the r.h.s. of (4.9) tends rapidly to 1, for instane if�n = max( 1log n ; 14 o(jVnj)jVnj ), we see that I�n ����!n!1 0 so fastthat �0(XE;n;n) is summable in n implying theorem 2and of its speial ase theorem 1.Theorem 3 also follows from the existene of the limitfor gn beause I� yields a summable bound on J , heneon �0(�2G;�n).Remarks: (1) Uniqueness of the tangent plane an be re-plaed by assumptions on the deays of orrelations inthe distribution �0 somewhat stronger than just requir-ing its extremality among the DLR distributions in thegeometry in Fig.1.(2) SuÆient estimates an be formulated as follows:�j(x1; : : : ; xn) be the n{points orrelation funtion inthe j{th ontainer: by superstability �j � Cn, [9℄. Ifx = (q; _q) and � 2 
j , extremality of �0, implies, [1, 9℄,for x1; : : : ; xn and y1; : : : ; ym) with positions in 
j :j�j(x1; : : : ; xn; ��y1; : : : ; ��ym)� �j(x1; : : : ; xn)�j(��y1; : : : ; ��ym)j ���!�!1 0 (4.11)Assume that Eq.(4.11) holds in the stronger sense thatthe l.h.s. is bounded by �R;m;n(�) if the positions ofx1; : : : ; xn and y1; : : : ; ym) an be enlosed in a ball ofradius R.Theorem 5: If there is a onstant CR;m;n < 1 suhthat �R;m;n(�) � CR;m;nj�j�a(R;m;n) with a(R;m; n) >0 and if lim�!1 1jVnj�0(GVn) = g exists, then lim�!1



V: Entropy and thermostats 61jVnj�G;Vn(x) = 0 and lim�!1 1jVnjGVn(Stx) = g with �0probability 1.Remarks: (1) Thus if �0 has a power law luster propertyall intensive observables admitting an average value, overspae translations, at time 0 are onstants of motion.(2) With the above assumptions we avoid use of the expo-nential Chebishev inequality and we may thus drop thesuperstability ondition in the de�nition of the potential�. We ould atually onsider more general observablesof the form (in 
j)limn!1 1j
j \ �nj Zr2Rd:�r��
j\�n �rf(x)dr (4.12)where f is a ylindrial funtion in � (i.e. it does notdepend on the partiles outside �) and �r denotes trans-lation by r. If the power law luster property is satis�edand �0 a.s. the limit in (4.12) exists at time 0, then theintensive observables (4.12) are onstant of motion un-der the assumption that f is smooth and grows at mostpolynomially with the number of partiles.(3) The assumption ertainly holds in the luster expan-sion onvergene region, [4℄ and [13, Se.5.9℄, i.e hightemperature and low density, without extra assumptions.Proof: Consider the �rst of Eq.(4.7) and hoose  = n =1n . The numerator tends to 0 as jVnj�a(R;n;n)=d if thepotential � for the observable GVn vanishes when thediameter of the set fx1; : : : ; xng exeeds R.The estimate Eq.(4.8) implies that 1jVnj�G;Vn(Stx)tends to 0 with �0{probability 1 for all t � kt0 withk integer and t0 > 0 (arbitrarily �xed). Hene if the av-erage of 1jVnj�0(GVn) exists it exists for all times and hasa time-independent value.

V. ENTROPY AND THERMOSTATSEntropy prodution per unit time is de�ned in termsof Qj = � _Xj � �XjU0;j(X0;Xj), whih is the work perunit time, performed by the test system on the j-th ther-mostat. Sine Qj is interpreted as the heat eded by thesystem to the thermostats the entropy prodution in theon�guration x is given by �0(x) =Pj>0 �jQj(x).If the volumes in phase spae are measured by the distri-bution �0 this quantity di�ers from the ontration rateof the phase spae volume by �0( _Q0+L0) � �0( _K0+ _U0)and K0 + U0 is expeted to stay �nite uniformly in time.If so the statistis of the long time averages of the phasespae ontration rate and of the entropy prodution ratewill oinide (however this is not proved as the theoremsabove only onern what happens in a arbitrarily pre�xedbut �nite time interval).In other words in the fritionless thermostats model andin the isoenergeti thermostat models, [6℄, the entropyprodution an be identi�ed, possibly up to a time deriva-tive of a quantity expeted to be uniformly �nite in time,with the phase spae ontration. Furthermore the en-tropy prodution is the same in both models of ther-mostats if the thermodynami parameters of the ther-mostats (Æj ; Tj ; j > 0) are the same: this follows fromthe equivalene theorem between fritionless and isoen-ergeti thermostats, [6, theorem 1℄, whih states that un-der suh onditions the mirosopi motions of the twomodels starting from the same initial ondition remainidential forever with �0{probability 1.Other thermostats an be onsidered: for instane theisokineti thermostats. At a heuristi level analogousonlusions an be reahed, [14℄.[1℄ O. Lanford and D. Ruelle. Observables at in�nity andstates with short range orrelations in statistial mehan-is. Communiations in Mathematial Physis, 13:194{215, 1969.[2℄ C. Marhioro, A. Pellegrinotti, and E. Presutti. Existeneof time evolution for � dimensional statistial mehanis.Communiations in Mathematial Physis, 40:175{185,1975.[3℄ R.P. Feynman and F.L. Vernon. The theory of a gen-eral quantum system interating with a linear dissipativesystem. Annals of Physis, 24:118{173, 1963.[4℄ D. Ruelle. Statistial Mehanis. Benjamin, New York,1969.[5℄ G. Gallavotti and E. Presutti. Thermodynami limitof isoenergeti and hamiltonian thermostats. arXiv:,0903.3316:1{9, 2009.[6℄ G. Gallavotti and E. Presutti. Nonequilibrium, ther-mostats and thermodynami limit. arXiv:, 0905.3150:1{22, 2009.[7℄ G. Gallavotti and S. Mirale-Sol�e. Statistial mehan-is of lattie systems. Communiations in MathematialPhysis, 5:317{323, 1967.
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